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QUESTION 1

Which statements are true regarding securing communications between FortiAnalyzer and FortiGate with SSL?
(Choose two.) 

A. SSL is the default setting. 

B. SSL communications are auto-negotiated between the two devices. 

C. SSL can send logs in real-time only. 

D. SSL encryption levels are globally set on FortiAnalyzer. 

E. FortiAnalyzer encryption level must be equal to, or higher than, FortiGate. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the recommended method of expanding disk space on a FortiAnalyzer VM? 

A. From the VM host manager, add an additional virtual disk and use the #execute lvm extend command to expand the
storage 

B. From the VM host manager, expand the size of the existing virtual disk 

C. From the VM host manager, expand the size of the existing virtual disk and use the # execute format disk command
to reformat the disk 

D. From the VM host manager, add an additional virtual disk and rebuild your RAID array 

Correct Answer: A 

https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/documentLink.do?externalID=FD40848 

 

QUESTION 3

When you perform a system backup, what does the backup configuration contain? (Choose two.) 

A. Generated reports 

B. Device list 

C. Authorized devices logs 

D. System information 

Correct Answer: BD 

https://help.fortinet.com/fa/cli-olh/5-6- 5/Content/Document/1400_execute/backup.htm Reference:
https://help.fortinet.com/fauth/5- 2/Content/Admin%20Guides/5_2%20Admin%20Guide/300/301_Dashboard.htm 
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QUESTION 4

Which daemon is responsible for enforcing the log file size? 

A. sqlplugind 

B. logfiled 

C. miglogd 

D. ofrpd 

Correct Answer: B 

Disk quota enforcement is performed by different processes: 

The logfiled process enforces the log file size and is also responsible for disk quota enforcement by monitoring the other
processes. 

FortiAnalyzer_7.0_Study_Guide-Online pag. 121 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true regarding high availability (HA) on FortiAnalyzer? (Choose two.) 

A. FortiAnalyzer HA can function without VRRP, and VRRP is required only if you have more than two FortiAnalyzer
devices in a cluster. 

B. FortiAnalyzer HA supports synchronization of logs as well as some system and configuration settings. 

C. All devices in a FortiAnalyzer HA cluster must run in the same operation mode: analyzer or collector. 

D. FortiAnalyzer HA implementation is supported by many public cloud infrastructures such as AWS, Microsoft Azure,
and Google Cloud. 

E. FortiAnalyzer HA implementation is supported by all cloud providers. 

Correct Answer: BC 

FortiAnalyzer HA implementation works only in networks where Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) is
permitted. Therefore it may not be supported by some public cloud infrastructures. FortiAnalyzer_7.0_Study_Guide-
Online pag. 60 
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